
How light forms 
[0-5] [parent cultures] 

(1) @ Resistance R. In black holes there is [motherן] - the breast, thé areola, and then 
truncation that is exactly [black] when reverted to light energy in full form 
[frontal_molecular]. As time passes in thé air under gravity, light retracts [black|back] in 
Constance C. This means that areola truncation is nothing more than the dividend to 
reverted energy that [black] inherits through carbon, longevity, and gravity (rotational 
pulls under kinetic energy). Unless time stands still [salt], the median is between the 
factor [color] and the abnormal rotational pull of spatial relationships. Resistance energy. 
It is between the membrane [z1] of both binocular control of the molecular lymph node 
and the force to action that connects both living organisms and negative energy. This is 
found in the [brain], its {_} Rest, between the left to right brain connectivity processes. In 
thé air, its thé sugar that relapses as time retracts back to both [motherן] through time 
absorbance, and carbon to electricity under Gravitational pulls of light energy. The left 
and right brain are both extremely negative charges. The true connection sits in [cii], thé 
[childן[• that is formed by a balancing act of sugar absorbance, nitrogen, and the 
carbonic pull of Root Energy believed in the stomach as our hormones. Phosphate 
demonstrates its dividend energy such as negative attraction light speed, and longevity 
based in caloric intake; in our eyes it’s energy both expands and contracts according to 
the circular rotation at dividend pulls to (0 of the nucleus), in 0 gravity and of the embryo 
to the thalamus Respectively.  

(2) (⅔) Tension. Vision. To what is evil is the less than absorbed by unseen light or 
disturbance to process reactive time. From IRD to Visible Light absorbance is what the 
vertebrae stores and discharges at 10xYc. This is the rate of speed (before the sun) 
transitional- (rational) connectivity to the heart rate to the membrane ratio of its light 
squared fC. In Resource C, light is not converted out into positive energy hence reactive 
times are smaller and is resourced to fibers (of the Fallopian tube is the same refraction 
time) hence energy relies on both light and subject matter (force) to process reactive 
times of the first place (in its dividend). Soluble fiber works in (2) different waves or 
channels that break or bend according to light weight of the membrane and reactive 
measurements. Found in hyperthermia, 10xYc can be translated at 96° to 98.6° of 
hypertension supportive mineral (water).  

(3) Energy E. Root energy in the stomach. Hydro [sub] converted into light energy. Positive 
energy. XYI. Variable T placement of thé cornea. Root energy reverts back within us to 
supplement behavioral instinct II of left brain to right adjacency in FYI xT^2 x C. The 
universe is substantial to ionic culture of thé cornea and left brain divide (illusional 
process fT). The back of the mind (densities) support disillusion of Sadness 1. Velocity is 
the strong hold. Teeth in f6. Square displacement.  

(4) Potential P. (Principle II). f1. FO in R is right brain oxygen divide or Hן split energy that 3t 
exertion energy depends on in He:Hע of heat to Resource C squared breathing complex 
(proportion water) in orbit measurement. I:T (fT). Heat splits at exertion point R to 
reflective state Matter that filtration mass depend on in ц of stored dividend and щ П 
dépendent culture (Form b). (Hע) in mI of stored light xYt dividend measurement (-) in 



both linear measurement (gravity, cavity) in ц down and (helium, moisture) щ (Hu) up. mI 
by thé energy of carbon of the vertex. [lg] state Matter 8_refract 1 of storage to sound 
coherence (2) or elevations (left brain systems\/pressures).  

(5) Charge. Q. Electrical dividend t in light absorbance U of I::t energy storage system 
complex. Both short and long dependent pp° culture. fT multiplies by the sum of the 
lights dividend (replacement energy) stored in the back to full dormant of bacteria to full 
frontal of negative energy system complex (clouds of FYt in fight or flight mechanics of 
thé membrane and system conjunction. Placement UI projected Stelmic systems.  
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